IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA
(Before a Referee)
THE FLORIDA BAR,

SUPREME COURT CASE
NO. SC20-1777

Complainant,

The Florida Bar File
No. 2019-10,038(20A)

v.

RAYMOND B. MITCHELL
Respondent.
o

o

OBJECTION TO BAR'S MOTION TO ACCESS COSTS
Raymond B. Mitchell, Respondent, hereby Objects to the Florida

Bar's Motion to Access Costs, in part and in full, based on the following:
1.

Respondent objects to the portion of the Statement of Costs

of Court Reporter Fees, since the Florida Bar drafted their proposed
Interim Report of the Referee (as to Guilt Only) ["Interim Report"] with
incorrect testimony statement of Respondent's testimony at trial, which

was signed with their error in it, and which the Referee had
acknowledged previously that she remembered Respondent testified
very differently than the Bar's Interim Report states and agreed with
Respondent, and the Florida Bar's drafted Interim Report that the
Referee signed as written makes it appear Respondent wrote
something he knew was false in his Motion to Disqualify, and they
should be held to pay the portion of the transcripts for their grievous
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error. As Respondent wrote in his 2nd Motion for Reconsideration filed
May 18, 2021:
This Referee incorrectly stated the testimony of Respondent in its Interim Report
on page 10 and 11 and ruled as stated below:
During the final hearing respondent acknowledged that he had never
heard Judge Hawthorne state that she wanted to get cases done and
lessen her case load by not following the laws of the State of Florida.
However, as Respondent brought up orally at the trial on May 18, 2021,
that he testified that he had heard Judge Hawthorne state many times at a
docket sounding for Mr. Varney's case that "she wanted to qet cases done and
lessen her case load" or similar words with the same meaning in several cases at
the docket sounding, and also that same idea among other judges and case
managers were often stated as a common theme and goal for the judges,_tlut
Respondent testified that he did not add the words "and lessen her case load by
not following the laws of the State of Florida" to the prior statement above. At the
trial on May 18, 2021 the Referee had granted his motion partially stating she
remembered the testimony of Respondent that he testified that he had heard
Judge Hawthorne state words similar to "she wanted to get cases done and
lessen her case load" and also regarding what other judges had stated and
requested the Florida Bar counsel to provide a partial transcript of the testimony
related to these statements. {The Referee later changed her mind and said
Respondent will have to obtain the transcripts himself and take the incorrect
record of Respondent's testimony up with the Florida Supreme Court thus
apparently appearing to allow false statements of Respondent in the Interim
Report that was signed and not being willing to correct major errors in the Interim
Report.}
Respondent also stated this in his Answer filed December 8, 2020 wherein he wrote on

page 5 & 6 of his Answer:
Those statements appear to be very true based on the many court hearings
Respondent has been with in Judge Hawthorne's court room from docket
soundings to set trial dates and viewing dozens of other cases at the docket
sounding and in my cases at docket sounding and hearings where Judge
Hawthorne has often pressured all cases to settle, set the trial dates, limit the
time for discovery, denying motions to continue trials often (but not always as she
granted one of mine in the Varney case when she first came on that case as
judge). * * * * But I have seen many instances of Judge Hawthorne pressuring
cases to be completed or to set a trial date and she has literally stated in some
cases that 'this case needs to be completed and over with' (paraphrase).
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2.

Respondent also objects to all of the costs to be paid by Respondent,

for the record to be reviewed by the Florida Supreme Court, since
Respondent believes the Referee's Interim Report was decided incorrectly
and the Florida Bar did not prove Respondent had violated any ethics rules
at all and the Bar certainly did not prove that any part of Respondent's
Motion to Disqualify (Judge Hawthorne) was not true or that Respondent
knew it was false or was reckless (per Rule 4-8.2) since the Florida Bar did
not even attempt to prove any of the laws and statutes Respondent quoted
in his Motion to Disqualify was incorrect or were false, and all of the
witnesses who testified at the trial all supported all the statements made by
Respondent in his Motion to Disqualify. All the witnesses testified they
thought the attitude of Judge Hawthorne was very bad and it seemed she

did not care about their lawful case for assets or needed child support and
they all testified that she broke major and important laws in their cases.
Thus Rule 4-8.2 was not violated at all and the Florida Bar did not present
any evidence that Respondent knew his statements were false or reckless
(except for the false incorrect statement they wrote of Respondent's
testimony) Rule 4-8.4 states in its own words (and lack of words) that it

does not apply to judges (where 4-8.2 does apply to judges) and it also
states that Rule 4-8.4 does not prohibit an action authorized by some other
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law or Rule, and Rule 2.330 specifically states all kinds of bias and
prejudice must be written in a motion to disqualify a judge and it does not
limit any type of bias or prejudice as the Bar claims and it states it must be
written in specific details in the Motion, which Respondent followed.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I CERTIFY that a copy of Respondent's Objection to Motion to Assess Costs was
furnished

by

Email

to:

Joi

L.

Pearsall

at jpearsall@floridabar.org

and

to

esanchez@floridabar.org and psavitz@floridabar.org; and to the email for Judge
Heather Doyle, Referee, Manatee County Judicial Center, Bradenton, Florida at Email:
codivision3@jud12.ficourts.org, on May 26, 2021.

By: /s! Raymond B. Mitchell
Raymond B. Mitchell, Esquire
Florida Bar # 0001465
3717 Del Prado Blvd. S., Suite 1
Cape Coral, Florida 33904
Email: lawrbm@yahoo.com
Office: (239) 542-2002
Fax: (239) 542-2004
Respondent
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